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I" believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing
armies . . . If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of
their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that
will grow up around [the banks] . . . will deprive the people of all property until their
children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered . . . The issuing
power should be taken from the banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly
belongs."
-- Thomas Jefferson -- The Debate Over The Recharter Of The Bank Bill,
(1809)
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Dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. D.K.E., who possessed the fortitude to light a guiding
candle, illuminating through the murky darkness and tangled webs inside that cold, neglected seaside
Bastille where everyone else feared to tread, revealing the ghastly verification that we, among the cult
of liberated intellectualism, had already analytically deduced as being the unsettling truth...
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Introduction
This work is intended to be a benefit to scholars, but at the same time, one that is designed to
inform the average broad middle range of the laymen population. If positive change in the system ever
comes, which is my honest hope from making this publication, without a doubt it will be because the
people who represent this large, presently unrepresented middle range, have taken the initiative to
make a hard solid stand to oppose a dawning extortionist evil being forced upon them, at present more
so than ever before. To that end, what I have struggled to do is to write a very factual, structured
document in simple, direct, easy to follow language. My wish is never to offend or arouse against that
which is legitimate, but to inform in a way that virtually no other author, scholarly or otherwise,
appears to possess the insight or much more than likely, the fortitude to do so.
Certain groups in the US population need to understand that they are being manipulated for a much
greater imposing negative end, that bears the intention of total subjugation and domination of all
privately owned resources. The forces intending harm will do so, even to the point of forcing huge
segments of the entire population into concentrated conscript labor behind inwardly angled, electrified
razor wire fences and horrible gut wrenching torture, as well as mass execution for those who refuse to
submit; among whom I will right here and now, make my solemn pledge to stand firmly with in the
eternal name of God, Constitution, guns, heritage and liberty, with each guaranteeing the existence of
the other.
As this author shall proceed to demonstrate, virtually all of US history supports the before stated
conclusion, where the full hard truth has been intentionally twisted to conceal the fact from the US
population at large, for at least one hundred and fifty five years if not even from as far back as the
Washington administration, especially as US history moved into the so called “modern age” following
World War Two. In most circles, to a much greater degree if the claim was being applied to opposing
nationalities and governments, intentional distortion of historical facts in any manner to deceive would
be labeled political propaganda. While most Americans refuse to believe that the US government
would engage in such activity, irrefutable evidence tells us otherwise.
The information that you now hold in your hand is unlike any other piece ever written on any of the
subject material mentioned, as far as this author can tell. Most other works dealing with this matter
only mention isolated segments of the information contained herein, failing miserably to betray the
obvious links, intentionally due to lack of fortitude or simply due to the lack of insight on part of the
authors. What this author intends to do is show the link, explain specifically how it is that these details
tie up to form a forth coming conclusion suggested by verifiable evidence, and why.
Make no mistake about it, the average walking American is a living, breathing monument in effigy
to the power of well designed propaganda. His own presumed history and centric ways of thinking are
testimony to it. Most Americans feel that their government is a great liberator, a knight in shinning
armor who surges forward to rescue the meek from poverty and repression; and maybe there have been
times in the past sporadically during the economic lag time between the first and second step on the
stairway to tyranny, when the national leaders did hold to such ideals, acting accordingly on the world
scene and at home.
As we shall see going along, these ideals have not always been embraced by the leadership, and
most certainly not in our present age. What my work will reveal is that in fact, there exists a very dark,
sinister intent on part of the US government in unison with both national and multinational
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corporations, in relation to the American people. In other words, what the average American thought
that they steadfastly possessed and cherished so closely, has been stolen right out from underneath
their noses now for a hundred and fifty years.
Mandates Violating The People's Will
Quite often I have heard people make the statement, “How can the government do that when the
will of all the people is against it?” I heard that statement routinely when the mandatory car insurance
act was passed, immediately upon which this author anticipated as a harbinger to many more imposed
future mandates. I heard it again when the forthcoming healthcare mandate was passed. Then the
loudest proclamation of this question was when the homosexual “marriage” mandate was passed, then
literally forced upon the American people, even though it went completely against their majority vote
in all fifty states. The people of California even voted against it, to my shock and surprise, though the
rank and file Californian truly are very conservative, family oriented people, contrary to the
popularized projection. “How could the government do that,” I heard numbers ask? “We have a
Constitution that protects the will of the people, and how could they just go against the will of the
people like that?”
When we examine the not so distant past, that same identical question has been asked many times
over. I can recall the early seventies, when counties in my home area began to draw up school
boundaries, claiming broadly that the intent was to promote “racial integration and equality among
citizens.” The counties then began forcing students to attend schools so far away that there existed no
practical logic in doing so; but the imposed political mandate remained, all logistical concerns be
damned. What I was most astounded to witness was that even when the price of gas rose over the years
to render the political objective outrageously impractical, still the political mandate remained, even to
the point of forcing people to prove their place of residence with utility receipts, affidavits, etc! Elected
leaders of the counties in question simply just voted behind closed doors to raise the property taxes of
the citizen voters residing inside the districts in question, to accommodate an imposed, impractical and
illogical, mandated political objective. People have asked those same questions then and even others in
more future incidents, such as “What happened to the people's freedom to choose for themselves, since
unsuppressed liberty of the individual is the cherished, time honored American way?”
These questions are very valid questions that really should be pondered by both scholars and private
laymen alike, I feel. What disgusts me most is when the people simply just take these public officials
with their imposing mandates and invalid charges laying down, when if all would pull together, action
could be taken to neutralize their ridiculous demands, breathtaking expenditures and compelling
mandates only designed to render hard working citizens victims to the rude, imperial extortion of
greedy corporations and their conspiring, apathetic collusive government authorities; nay, might we
say, purloining villains not much better than outright traitors, whose actions only blaspheme the sacred
Constitution, while secretly designing to indenture generations of free born America citizens to the
baneful gain of an elitist, privileged few!1
There are real astounding reasons why and how government officials have forced, and still force
mandates that go against the American people's majority desires and even the precious Constitution
itself. My prediction is that in the near future, many more specific and direct mandates that flagrantly
1 http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/2015/08/23/credit-dotcom-student-loan-crisis/32015421/
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violate our cherished Constitutional rights and Constitutional law, will be forced upon the free born
citizens of America. As a matter of fact I will step out on a limb here, and outright make the prediction
that we will very soon see a complete suspension of our Constitution as a whole, just judging from US
history for the last sixty years until now, maybe inside of twelve years from the time of this writing. I
will anticipate that probably an attempt will be made to dismantle it in piecemeal first, just judging
from present day appearances, while intending simultaneously to arouse dissenting groups among the
population as a whole.
I strongly feel that the first amendment to go will be the second amendment. Out of all our
amendments, this is the one that every American thoroughly understands, since it is so simple and
straight forward in it's wording. This amendment is also the very last check that prevents outright
suspension of the Constitution, and any calculated move of government against the people at large.
Once it is gone, all of the other amendments will be a piece of cake to contest, theatrically debate
among opposing sides in mocking masquerade before the face of blank minded, wide eyed, assuming
citizens and finally remove.
Few millennial Americans understand just how critical this amendment is in it's entirety. If you lose
the second amendment or have it essentially rendered ineffective in any manner, US citizen, you are
then at the complete mercy of the imposing tyrant; although keep in mind, that the devil always had
rather have one believe that he is the good guy, bearing all of the presumed good collective intentions.
All matters and questions in regard to issues of Constitutional retention, no matter how anyone may
choose to slice and dice it, are really just that simple, with only the 2nd Amendment giving all else real
biting teeth.
Anyone who still thinks that their US government officials wear the white hat, and would never
stand as a threat to the rank and file, law abiding American citizen, then had better pay attention to his
history, past and present, with much more of a hard critical eye. At this present moment, I feel, there
has never been another time in our history for the last hundred and fifty years where the national
situation is so critical, that we as free born citizens, have no other choice but to stay wide awake at the
wheel. Most surely, a perverse, near Satanic deception abounds throughout the land that really does
endeavor to do us all great harm. The time is drawing neigh to collectively cut the poisonous vine off at
the root, rather than to complacently allow it to grow, blossom out and come to full seed; and as the
superlative visionary, Thomas Jefferson explained, we, the individual people, bear that responsibility
unto ourselves, our children, our nation and survival of our liberties eternally secured inside our
precious Constitution.
The purpose of this work is not to separate the American people in any sort of manner, but to simply
inform the American public that not only are they being psychologically manipulated, but they and
their children have been outright lied too with a sinister intent in mind, and for quite a long time now.
If any reader comes to sense that this work is designed to take sides in any manner, with segments of
the population manipulated to oppose any other, then they have have greatly misunderstood my intent
here and probably this body of information at large. To speak the truth, I have anticipated most angles
on my future criticism and to be quite frank, those segments of the population who criticize heaviest
these facts being presented and the conclusions suggested, may very well be among those groups who
have been played the hardest, with the magisterial authority pretending to favor, while all the time
bearing the intent for their total and compete subjugation, right along with the remainder of American
society.
My intent here, one might say, is to play the part of a futuristic Paul Revere, but this time the alien
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enemy is right here, lording over our cherished system and licking his lips at the fruits of all our hard
earned wealth and private resources, in total disregard for his own reckless spending and incompetent
management policies, that only serve to destroy rather than construct, but done so for a very sinister,
self serving purpose. We, the people, have placed these leaders with the responsibility of managing the
national finances and business enterprise of our nation, but they have all failed us miserably with the
exception of a pitiful few. The time warned to us, the American people, by the intellectual Thomas
Jefferson, to make a forceful stand against attacks on our individual liberties and Constitutional values,
whether they be from Federal authorities, State or local, is here and present, not in some vaguely
distant, misunderstood future time. As the great visionary once wrote:
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth the
separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent
respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the
separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government becomes
destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness .
The Native Experience:
A Warning And An Example
Take a look at the American Indian and his national experience for just a quick moment in brief
here. The easiest place to begin might be with the Cherokee. Cherokee Nation once covered a vast
territory, including most of western North Carolina, dipping into East Tennessee and Northern Georgia.
The problem prevailing was that Cherokee Nation had not officially surveyed out the parameters of
their territory. Just for the record, this same problem pervaded all of the officially recognized five
civilized tribes, which also included the Cherokee.
The Cherokee, being no fools, very adaptable and quick to catch on, recognized that fact. They then
payed tutors from the surrounding settlements to initiate the education process, sent a number of their
brightest children to the college of William and Mary in Virginia and some other colleges, where they
obtained law diplomas in property claim ownership, set up office in the nearest settlement and then
commenced to hire surveyors to mark the boundaries of Cherokee Nation. This made their claim to the
land official with the prevailing authorities in the surrounding county systems.
The problem with this plan of action was that the property claims had to be filed in the nearest
courthouse land deed drawer. Once these deeds commenced to pile up, they attracted the notice of a
number of local lawyers who worked for wealthy clients and a number of national land companies 2.
Soon the federal land companies got in on the act, and began hiring their own surveyors to mark the
unofficial boundaries of all five civilized tribes for themselves. In the end, the Federal government and
these land companies 3 beat the Indian Nations to the punch, which should be a lesson unto all of us
2 See note 2
3 http://cherokee.wildsouth.org/content/lesson-11-nc-land-speculators-and-intruders-1790-1820
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here in the future from that time, as we observe and study along.
In North Carolina the boundaries marked by the Indian lawyers and their surveyors were eventually
called the Qualla Boundary. In Georgia there also existed a boundary of a similar sort, as well as one in
Tennessee, as far as I can gather from the information. The obvious point here is that while there
existed a legal boundary, it was far from the original boundary of Cherokee Nation, not to mention the
other territories of the five civilized tribes. Once the land companies, managed by very wealthy
individuals via sponsoring states, with corrupted officials working in collusion with the Federal
Government for it's tainted handouts, marked their surveyed claim to the unofficial tribal holdings via
land deed holding, they then paid off Federal and State government legislators to initiate removal by
military force.
4
When the natives were rounded up and sent packing at a moments notice, on what amounted to a true
American death march into the badlands of Oklahoma, the land companies via States with corrupted
officials receiving stipends from the Federal Government, began selling forty to one hundred sixty acre
tracts to illiterate, westward moving farmers at bargain basement prices that they could never find
anywhere else. Without even going into details, the land of the five civilized tribes began to fill up with
strangers, who now felt that they were the new owners and from a real legal perspective, they in fact
were. Many of the original settlers have descendants that still own the original forty plus acre tracts that
were once part of the old Cherokee Nation to this very day.
What does this very basic account have to tell us living now in this day and age, one may ask? Much,
I feel. As far as I am concerned, what happened to these freedom loving, rugged individualists was a
harbinger of a future later to come and a much worse one, still yet to come. Just take a look at any high
school text book and observe the “official” account. The official account claims that greedy Anglo
settlers rushed in and simply robbed the Cherokee and the other tribes of their land, while their self
directed military rounded the natives up to force them into a sadistic death march, where a third of the
tribe perished. Very little to no mention is made of the land companies paying the state legislators, only
the demonized Anglo settlers and the horrible things that were done to the natives in the stockades by
the Georgia State Militia among others, who were all Anglo males, of course.
Well I will agree that those horrible things were indeed done to the natives, as is nearly always the
case when people are reduced into a state of completely helpless vulnerability and placed under
unchecked authority of a lording elite bent on rigid repression; but not by the ignorant, illiterate,
average Anglo settler, who more than likely did not even know that he was even on land owned by
anyone else, since most of the natives had already been rounded up and removed by the time the main
body of settlers had arrived. All he knew was that he needed land, affordable land... and here it was, all
for the taking at astoundingly reasonable prices with generous financing accommodation! Read very
carefully and one will discover accounts where many of the initial settlers attempted to give the Indians
blankets and food while they were on the death march, somberly trudging passed, but were forced away
at gunpoint by rough and rude, merciless government soldiers 5, who all to eagerly placed them under
threat of death themselves.
It is easy to deduce even from the official accounts, that the evil was committed by the payed off
4 Encyclopedia Britannica; The Five civilized Tribes, history under the Indian Removal Act of 1830 the U.S. government
claimed the lands of the five tribes in Kentucky,Tennessee, North
Carolina,SouthCarolina,Georgia,Florida,Alabama,and,Mississippi.
5 http://www.learnnc.org/lp/editions/nchist-newnation/4532
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legislators and their loyal minions, the State militias, the greedy land companies 6and the military in
general! The forces of the corporation, Federal government and the State 7 8 9were the ones who were
responsible for all of the public rape, perverse child molestations before the faces of onlooking helpless
parents, starvation, wanton murder, theft and deprivations that we are so familiar with in regard to this
deplorable time in American history; not the impoverished, even near famished, Anglo settler and his
rag tag bare footed family, who wore their tattered fading coats of many colors, eating their cold gruel
with famished, rugged stoicism.
Unfortunately, one virtually never hears these facts put together with such directly cutting
conviction in any public school history text, and even a majority of college level historical texts. I
personally, have always thought that the suggestion in it was that there existed an obvious attempt to
intentionally conceal the real facts in the story, to detract from the truly guilty and impose this claim of
guilt upon the hard core innocent, who were only determined by conviction of self preservation and in a
majority of cases, bore little to no details regarding prior ownership of the land by anyone else, other
than the land company or wealthy government connected speculator 10 whom they had legally
purchased the land from. My own opinion in this is that they more than likely figured rightly as
individuals, that if they did not take advantage of those nice land deals, then certainly somewhere,
someone else would.
Columbus And The Spanish:
The First Corporate Government
As we study along, lets recall in brief the facts from America's very beginning, that the land of
America was a destined corporate enclave, with boundaries designed to be exploited by ruthless
corporations from the very first day of recorded colonial landing. Consider the adventures of
Christopher Columbus as being an excellent place to begin.
From the accounts of the past, the reality is that Columbus made an earnest appeal to queen Isabella
for investor assistance, in order to finance his initial adventure, being an exploratory effort in search of
a much shorter shipping passage into the fabled spice lands of the far east. All that he found was a
paradise island native population off the coast of Venezuela, wearing raw hide strings of clear, polished,
cut red and green stones on nude female bodies smeared with sandy paste of a golden hue.
This discovery prompted another appeal for investment capitol from the Spanish Crown. In return
for this investment, Columbus promised a hearty percentage return in gold to the Spanish Crown and
prodigious amounts of gems that could never be found any where else. For what ever reason, be it love,
raw lust or greed, the good queen fell for the ruse and Christopher Columbus was well on his way into
both fame and infamy, but very little in the way of fortune, soon there after.
Where did the Crown negotiated investors come from? Wealthy individuals, business co-operation
6 See note one
7 http://digitalcommons.law.utulsa.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1862&context=tlr, Allotment Of Tribal Lands plus pgs
3&4
8 Perdue, Theda; Michael D. Green (2004). The Cherokee Removal: A Brief History with Documents. ISBN 0-312-08658X. States stripped the land rights away in leiu of the federal passage of the Indian removal act.
9 http://www.blacklistednews.com/Government_Sells_Sacred_Native_Land_To_Foreign_Mining_Company/45281/0/38/3
8/Y/M.html
10 See note 2
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owners and high end agents of the crown. These business co-operations were the precursors to the huge
consumerist conglomerate corporations that we know of today. As a matter of fact, such company cooperations have been around, rising to become fairly large, since the time of the Romans and classical
Greece 11, which were astonishingly well organized and modern in appearance.
Keep in mind as we go along, that Columbus had promised these people seeking profitable return,
that they indeed would find that return with him. No doubt that the pressure on him and his adventure
company to produce the promised return was at least a bit intense, especially after his initial failure to
produce in the search for a quick route to the fabled spice lands, exploratory venture. As we know from
the old accounts and even more so from newly discovered files in Spain, very little gold or gems were
discovered in North America, and specifically, the land that would later become America. For that
reason, there existed no other option but for Columbus and his minions to turn first on the free natives
of the land. He was under obligation to finance a return on the investments! If he failed, then he could
have been thrown into prison for debtor obligations or even charged with high treason, which bore a
certain chilling penalty of death 12.
Because of these facts, Columbus began to notice the produce of the natives. He and his men tried
to buy the natives off very inexpensively at first, but when the natives tired of poor quality trade items
that many times even failed to perform, they eventually refused to sell. Upon their refusal to accept the
poor quality trade items, they were compelled to supply both he and his men with food and general
supplies by force. Once Columbus and his men saw that the level of resistance was either minimal or
outright futile from the tribes, they basically imposed themselves in any way that they saw fit to do 13.
This overt abuse degenerated into raping the women and children, wantonly murdering others at will on
shear impulse and subjecting them to some of the worst tortures imaginable in search of valuables 14.
As time went on and settlements were erected, such a La Navidad and Santo Domingo on the island
of Hispaniola for example 15. The rage of Columbus and his abuse of authority was not only directed
toward the natives, but also directed upon his own people, as we can clearly see from the old accounts.
Matter of fact, the settlers in Santo Domingo appealed to the King Of Spain in form of a letter sent,
telling him of all the specific abuse delivered upon them by Columbus and his officials, in an effort to
extort funds. The end result was that Columbus was eventually arrested, bound in chains and delivered
back to Spain; and of course, thrown into a dark, damp, stone dungeon, where he probably belonged as
far as this author is concerned.
The Spanish officials never learned, so it appears here and Columbus had set the pace,
unfortunately. As time went on, there were a few more attempts at discovering riches in America by the
Spanish, as evidenced by the adventures of Pounce De Leon, Hernando DeSoto and some others, but
when real riches were discovered in South America, Spanish attention then shifted gradually. Basically,
so it appeared, all that America had to offer were riches in the form of abundant agricultural products,
but it was not really the call of the Spanish to extract these and develop a market for these products in
which to offer them for sale. What the Spanish really desired was fast profit that maintained a constant
value, no matter what the market was doing. Most often, if not always, these types of products came in
11
12
13
14

Depersonalization of business in ancient Rome, by Barbara Abatino, Amsterdam Center For Law, paper # 2009-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francisco_Hern%C3%A1ndez_de_C%C3%B3rdoba_(founder_of_Nicaragua)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Isabela
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/dominicselwood/100283798/columbus-greed-slavery-and-genocide-what-reallyhappened-to-the-american-indians/
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Columbus, accusations of tyranny
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the form of high value metals and vast amounts of raw gems.
The French Were Next
When the Spanish faded gradually from the American landscape, the French moved in to fill the
vacuum. What the French were interested in was gold and gems, if they could be located, but primarily
domination of the international fur market, which at that time was far reaching and very profitable. To a
much lesser degree, the French were also interested in establishing small colonies for the purpose of
establishing trade with ocean going vessels by providing goods that cater to the needs of sailors.
The positive feature of the French venture was that generally speaking, they did not abuse the natives
or their own people for the purpose of extorting their wealth and resources. This statement includes the
issue of stealing land from the natives. Evidence of this detail is born from the fact that the French
fought few battles with the Indians, as history shows. All of their few land acquisitions, as far as this
author and researcher can tell, were legal, well respected purchases.
What the French did do was to dominate the fur market to include the market in deer hides, which
were used as money in the US colonies. These hides could then be collected from the landscape by
professional hunters and trappers, since deer existed in vast number back in those days 16. With these
hides, purchases for valuable goods (such as gems or salt, for example) could then be made from the
natives at vastly deflated prices. In addition, goods purchased from European companies that the
Indians now felt were absolutely necessary and that they had no method of producing (such as metal
implements, cloth in many cases, glass in some cases), could be traded back to them for hides at vastly
inflated prices and the hides traded for coin and more goods from the European market depots, such as
those in Petersburg, Virginia, for example.
Keep in mind here that the natives were once a very self sufficient people, who now in the time
place of this narrative, had become dependent on goods produced outside of their nation that they
themselves, possessed no developed skills in producing. The lessons in the story of the American
natives are endless for the citizens of America today in a wide variety of contexts, and to illustrate the
main point in this work.., which is that if we, of this generation are not more watchful, the same horror
will soon be visited upon all of us, for many of the same reasons.
In the relatively short course of time, not only had the natives nearly forgotten all of their traditional
skills of production, professional hunters and trappers had also nearly depleted all of the most valuable
native resources, with deer and beaver being two of the primary ones. Bear were also a resource held in
value, since the hide was used for rugs and blankets, and the flesh was valued as a rich source of easy
to process meat. In many ways the bear was used and processed in the same manner as the pig would
later be. Keep in mind as well, that these resources did not make a return to the land until the nineteen
fifties, in many cases! This fact in detail illustrates the thoroughness of the fur and hide trade, although
the French were not the only ones to ruthlessly exploit this trade, as we shall see later on.
It was during this time period of the French settlement, that the natives first began to suffer broadly,
but still had plenty of territory to retreat back into for the purpose of escaping the situation of poverty
that they found themselves thrust into and forced to exist in. The corporate interests who were later to
arrive on American shores, were the ones who extorted far more from the people of the land, than any
of those who had already arrived. These people, of course, were the English.
16 John Lawson's History Of North Carolina, the animals of Carolina
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Third On The Land
From day one, with the establishment of Sir Walter Raleigh's colony on Roanoke island, the
English established themselves as a corporate venture. Queen Elizabeth of that day and age, knew well
that the Spanish held vast land holdings in North America, but most of it had yet to be surveyed out and
chartered, thus thrusting the Spanish into the same position as the five civilized tribes would later find
themselves in. England was at war with Spain. The English also knew well that the Spanish had already
found wealth in South America, and were losing interest in the lands to the north. In addition, they were
well aware of the French not truly being interested in establishing a valid national enclave. More than
likely, so the English deduced, the French were only around on American soil in any numbers that
really mattered, just as long as the hide trade held out. As better quality hides were found northward, a
majority would migrate into Canada where the climate was much cooler and the furs thicker, as time
progressed forward.
Immediately, the idea that developed inside the mind of the queen should become evident to the
serious reader of this work. The queen wished to rush in, survey and charter the best lands for English
interests, as well as establish a base for the purpose of launching raids on the Spanish galleons, who
were being reported as passing by Roanoke island and eastern shores from explorer accounts returning
back.
Another product already reported as being found on the island in abundance and greatly valued was
sassafras, the leaves of which were used as seasoning, and the roots and root bark used as medicine in
Europe all ready.
Salt was also reported as being seen in the area inside bends of the river banks and in old, long since
dried creek beds as animal licks; and this commodity under the right conditions, could nearly be as
valuable as gold, since it was used primarily as a meat preservative and to a secondary extent, as a
medicine as well as having other, much less obvious uses.
Just like his predecessor, Christopher Columbus, no doubt Raleigh played up the accounts of the
natural resources 17 to the fine, well intentioned queen, hoping to secure her appeal to investors, co-ops
and wealthy individuals, as well as firmly connected people in high government, who would later
finance his venture. Here again, the rewards that Raleigh promised his investors must have been fairly
decent, since the queen appears to have consented with little hesitation, as far as we can tell. We shall
remember the history, however..., as we read along..., that anytime promises in the form of financial
returns to the corporate/national lenders are made by the government and they fail to be kept, the
government entity who has the backing of the military always turns on the people of the land in an
attempt to extract those resources by extortion, save face to wealthier lenders and reap the complete
reward at the expense of the subordinate people, their entire privately owned resource base and their
treasured land.
When we read the account of Raleigh's ill fated colony, almost from the beginning they began
having “problems” with the natives. Most of the colonists were upper classed gentry, who possessed no
skills of making a living from the land, and those that did have the skills had no interest in making the
effort. As they saw it, the natives, the people of the land, possessed plenty of food for the offering. At
first, the natives kindly accommodated the colonist, offering anything that they had on hand to give
17 http://docsouth.unc.edu/southlit/smith/menu.html, General History Of Virginia, John Smith
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nourishment, but as time went on and the colonists failed to produce their own even after being
properly instructed, the natives understandably stopped giving their gifts. Not only that, the natives
refused to accept worthless little brass bells and cheap red cloth in exchange for now scarce, valuable
food. The natives withholding was not out of selfishness, but the verified fact that a harsh, seven year
drought had set upon the entire South East 18, and they really did not have any extra resources to spare.
As a direct result, the small corporate invested government with their military backing, searched for
any excuse that they could to justify turning on the people of the land, since the freeborn citizens of that
land had committed the terrible sin of withholding their hard earned resources from an imposed
magisterial exploitation. This excuse came in the form of an all night drinking party, in which the
natives indulged deeply just as it was presumed that they would, right along with the corporate
sponsored, military colony and it's weapon laden soldiers; and amid the heavy haze of hangover the
following morning, the unverified claim arose that a cherished silver goblet had been stolen by the
natives during the jubilee of the night 19. Keep in mind here how the natives were sucked in, the invalid
claim deceptively made appearing to justify the response, which came in the form of an all out
massacre by the military backing the corporate sponsored, extended government of merry England.
According to my best research, men, women and children were slaughtered, planting the seeds of a
seething hatred that initiated a four hundred year old war, that some might say, continues on even unto
this very day 20. As we study along, however, pay careful attention to the method that the lording
authorities have of misdirecting public hatred, posing themselves as the liberating saviors, moving
against those who would one day stand to oppose their yet greatest corporate efforts of exploitation, the
average Anglo American citizen; although this effort of twisting the truth to conceal their own evil,
with the future corporate sponsored government scape goat being individual enterprising Anglo
America, would come only much later on as we shall see in this study, the very first of it's kind, as far
as one can tell from all information available.
The Primary Theme
To restate the primary theme of this work directly so as to mitigate confusion and to simultaneously
summarize in conclusion, as the reader should be able to clearly see by now via this introduction, that
the US has always been the subject of corporate investment interest throughout it's entire history. When
the government entity, no matter how large or small, backed by it's own military, goes into debt to these
speculative co-operatives usually supporting a national government, it naturally does so with the
promise of a profitable return to it's lender. If that return fails to deliver, then the government entity
turns on the people of the land in an effort to seize the resource base and force conscripted labor from
the people, even to the point of using torture and mass execution.
As we entered into the so called “modern age” following world war two, this mind set of the
corporations and the government in disregard for any individual rights, including total domination of
privately held resources has not changed, but in fact, has grown to the extent that it stands on the verge
of crossing the line of acceptability with a presently well armed population, who still believes that it is
18 http://www.serc.si.edu/education/resources/watershed/stories/roanoke.aspx
19 Blacker, Irwin (1965). Hakluyt's Voyages: The Principle Navigations Voyages Traffiques & Discoveries of the English
Nation. New York: The Viking Press. p. 522
20 Bernardo Parrella (July 25, 2008). "Global Voices in English» USA: Longest Walk 2 for Native Americans
rights".Global Voices Online. Retrieved 2010-09-26
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free, and that it's freedom is secured by Constitution.
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Chapter 1

Why The American People Need To Know
First and foremost, the American civilian population needs to know the truth, since the truth is that
they have been deceived and played, one group off against the other now for generations. Most live life
as though tomorrow will always come and go in the same shape that they have always known it to be.
When we turn on the television or the computer, we see advertizements and programming that depicts
only the good life and bears the subliminal suggestion that we should all aspire to it, since it sits just
beyond our reach and readily available to those who are industrious and intelligent enough to possess
the dangling golden apples, as did the bunch of grapes to the poor fox swimming neck deep in muddy
river water, in good old Aesop's time honored fable.
Truth is, there is much more honesty in Aesop's story than meets the eye, since today's average
American fits into a real life version of the poor old fox. The average American today is neck deep and
nearly drowning in a river of debt, while in his mind he still feels that it is possible to grab hold to the
golden utopia of true wealth and success sitting just outside of his grasp. He lives his entire life without
ever realizing that the propaganda and the systemic manipulation converge to cause him to feel that real
financial success is still possible, so that he will fore-go his future pleasure in present day living just to
remain dedicated to the Socialist State and the Corporate Nation for at least thirty of his best, healthiest,
strongest and brightest years, if not even much more time in a huge majority of cases. 21
In all honesty, I could not count the number of times it is that I have heard people make the
comment, “when I retire.....I am going to___,” basically begin to live life or “do something that I want
to do.” The sad part is that just judging from statistics alone, only about twenty percent will actually
make it, and nearly a third of those will live in outright poverty. To be quite frank about the matter,
those who follow the mainstream in their way of life, probably have no alternative choice but to
enslave themselves to the Corporate Nation and the Socialist State. Because it mysteriously feels
patriotic, productive and right, mainstream people still persist in following the wicked, deceptive
Sheppard, who will one day in the not too distant future, lead them into destitution, compulsory labor
and bloody slaughter when they reach the point of consuming more resources than they produce,
regardless of the reasons why. 22 23
The greatest prayer that this author has will be answered when the collective mass of the
American population stands strong, shoulder to shoulder, arising to face the imposing corporate
aristocracy and incompetent, callous and even sinister National and conspiring State leadership,
looking them directly into their narrowed eyes to inform them that we, the people, did not change the
laws that allowed the production base to relocate offshore so that corporations could subvert the US
wage base. We did not open the boarders to allow a huge flood of unmanageable illegals and even nonproductive consuming legals, to saturate the US resource base, to the point that it has nearly bankrupted
the welfare and economic systems of entire states, such as California and Arizona 24.
21
22
23
24

http://www.dailyfinance.com/2012/05/08/what-the-looming-retirement-bubble-means-for-you/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/22/columbia-south-carolina-criminalizes-homelessness_n_3795397.html
http://humansarefree.com/2013/10/fema-camp-round-up-has-begun-homeless_7.html
See the note in the next chapter, stating that illegals cost California 10 + billion dollars.
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